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Answer A吐Questions

(1) (i) In the usual notation, ProVe that

(a)　%(ea‘f(t))二F(s-a), and

(b) if g(t)
(

f(t-a), />a

O,　　　t<a
then　幻g(t)ユニe‾aSF(s).

Obtain the Laplace transfoms of the following functions:

g(t) = e4′ sin 2t+e‾3′ sinh 3t ,　　　and

f(t)二

〈O if t<2t2 ift≧2

(50 M甜ks)

(ii) Define the血verse Laplace transform f(t) ofF(s), denoted by %‾1 (F(S)).

Find

(a) ㌢1(

圃00困輩

5s

s2十4s十29

(C)糾毒〉・

(2) (i) Show that ,

農[f一一(t)ユニS2糾f(t)] -ザ(0) - f一(0)

in the usual notation.

SoIve the following Initial Value Problem

y’’-y’= COS(3t) ; y(0)二-9 and y′(0)=O

by using the Laplace Transfom.

l

(50 M狐ks)

(50 Marks)
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(ii) Use the Laplace transfom method to soIve the fouowing system of differential
equations for xl(t) and x2(t)

e

X,二5美「2写十3

X2こ3:X,十t

Subject to the initial conditions

Xl(0)二-1 andそ2(0)二1・

(50M紺ks)

(3) (i) The Fourier series ofa periodic function　”　with period 2T is given by

f(t) =写十着an c〇年十着植字;

Where ao, an and bn are

ao=軌輝a卓f(t)co脅and b卓f(t)sm#

Find the Fourier series expansion ofthe function defined by

f(t)
〈4t O<t<l1 1≦t<2

f(t+ 2) = f(t).
Show that

刑=三・

Hence, deduce that

の　　　　　　み2

君を÷-す

(ii) The definition ofthe Gamma function is given by

「(九十1)こJe士dt知al重み>1・

Obtain the recursive formula for the Gamma function as

「(九十l)二月工“(仙

Hence, eValuate血e integral

暗転

2

(60 Marks)

(40 M紺ks)



(4)  (i) Show that the separable solution ofthe one dimensional heat equation

聖二C2諾
∂t

Can be written, in the usual notation, in the form of

w㈲二‡詳)21sl隼,

along with the boundary conditions 14,(0,t) = 0, and w(L,t) = O for all time /.

Assuming that w is saparable in x and /, SOIve the following one dimensional

heat equation:

誓3霊, 0<X<年t>0,

under the conditions

W(0,t)=博(ガ,リ= 0, t> 0,

14,(x,0) = 2sinx+ 3sin3jr- 4sin4x 0　<x<乃.

(60 M紬ks)

(ii) The Beta function is de丘ned as

B(p,q)二戸p‾1 (1 - J')q‾1 dr for any real numbersp ’q > 0・

Using the above definition and the relations:

B(p膏毒か聖塑
「(p十q) ’

evaluate the following integrals:

(a)阜2誘二言か
0

(40 M紺ks)
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